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1 Introduction
• Copala Triqui is an Otomanguean language of the Mixtecan branch spoken by approximately

30,000 people in Mexico and the United States.

• Copala Triqui was originally spoken in and around San Juan Copala in western Oaxaca, MX.

– There are now large diaspora communities of Copala Triqui speakers in Northwest Mex-
ico and in the United States, e.g. ≈ 1,000 in New York’s Capital District.

– Especially in these diaspora communities (both immigrant and internally displaced),
Copala Triqui is spoken alongside Spanish and English.

– Our research is based solely with diaspora communities in Albany, NY and Oaxaca City.

• Extensive documentation of Copala Triqui phonology (Hollenbach, 1977, 1984a, 1985), mor-
phosyntax (Hollenbach, 1984b, 1976, 1992, 1997), and the lexicon (Hollenbach, 2005, 2015),
was completed by Barbara Hollenbach during the 1960s–1980s in San Juan Copala with pri-
marily monolingual speakers.

• We expand on the work of Hollenbach with data recorded in the United States and Mexico:

– 3 speakers living near Albany, New York; 2 speakers living near Oaxaca City, Mexico
(both diaspora communities)

– 3 women; 2 men
– 2 speakers in their 30s; 1 speaker in their 20s; 1 speaker in their 50s

• Core components of today’s talk

– Background: Copala Triqui’s tonal phonology (§2)
– Data: Nominal compounds with and without lowering (§3)
– Towards an analysis: comparing lexical and structural approaches to tone lowering (§4)

∗We extend our sincere thanks to Mónica De Jesús Ramírez, Juana Ramírez, Rosaura Merino Ramírez, Jesus
Fuentes, and others who wish to remain anonymous for their time and patience in providing the Copala Triqui data.
Thanks also to Lee Bickmore, George Aaron Broadwell, Christian DiCanio, Michael Stoop, and Jeffrey Punske.
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2 Lexical and grammatical tone in Copala Triqui

2.1 Lexical tone

• Copala Triqui has eight phonemic tones; 5 represents the highest tone and 1 the lowest tone.1

– Five tones are level: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
– Three tones are contour tones: 32, 31, 13

• For the majority of words in the language, tone is distinctive only on the final syllable, and
the tone on non-final syllables is predictable, according to the following rules :

– If the final syllable is 5, 4, 3, 32, or 31, then the tone of non-final syllables is 3.
– If the final syllable is 1, 2, or 13, then the tone of the non-final syllables is 2.

• This rule of default tone—as well as the grammatical tone processes introduced below—show
that tones in Copala Triqui fall into one of two registers:

1. An upper register, composed of tones 5, 4, 3, 32, and 31
2. A lower register, composed of tones 1, 2, and 13

2.2 Grammatical tone

• Copala Triqui has a number of tone lowering processes in which an underlying upper register
tone is replaced with a lower register tone.

(1) Tonal paradigms (based on Hollenbach 1984a, 2008)

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3a Class 3b Class 4a Class 4b Class 5a Class 5b

Upper 31 32 3 3 4 4 5 5

Lower 1 2 1 13 1 2 1 2

• Copala Triqui is described as having two types of tone lowering processes (Hollenbach 1984):

1. Inflectional
– Aspect
– Negation
– Possession
– Appositives
– Predicate focus

2. Derivational
⇒ Denominalized adjectives
– Derivation of adverbs from prepositions

1The segmental orthography used in this paper is based on the practical orthography developed by Barbara and
Bruce Hollenbach of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. We follow their representation of the consonants, including:
<x> = [S], <xr> = [ù] (a retroflex alveopalatal sibilant), <ch> = [>tS], <chr> = [>tù], <c> = [k] (before front vowels),
<qu> = [k] before back vowels, '= [P], <v> = [B], and <j> = [h]. <Vn> represents a nasalized vowel.
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• We note that this dichotomy is imperfect:

– Broadwell (2011) considers focus marking to be its own category.
– Appositives are difficult to fit into one side of the inflectional/derivational divide.

2.2.1 Inflectional tone lowering

• Verbs in Copala Triqui have an upper register citation form; most verbs also have a lower
register form (Hollenbach 1984, Broadwell & Clemens 2017).

– The upper register is used in non-potential aspects (completive and noncompletive), e.g.
(2-a), (3-a), and (3-b).

– The lower register is used to indicate potential aspect (used in both future and irrealis
contexts). e.g. (2-b) and (3-c).

(2) a. Chá4
eat.nonpot

Juan4

Juan
‘Juan is eating/ate.’ (non-)completive

b. Cha2
eat.pot

Juan4

Juan
‘Juan will eat.’ potential

(3) a. Náj5
stay.nonpot

Juan4

Juan
‘Juan stays.’ noncompletive

b. Qui-náj5
com-stay.nonpot

Juan4

Juan
‘Juan stayed.’ completive

c. Qui-naj2
com-stay.pot

Juan4

Juan
‘Juan will stay.’ potential

2.2.2 Derivational tone lowering

• Hollenbach (1984) gives the example of adverbs derived from prepositions:

– Prepositions have an underlying upper register tone, e.g. (4-a) and (5-a).
– The same root with a lower register form is an adverb, e.g. (4-b) and (5-b).

(4) a. xcó4

beyond
quij32

mountain
‘beyond the mountain’

b. chéé5

walk
xco1

beyond
‘walks backwards’

(5) a. rque3

under
scúú5

cow
‘under the cow’

b. ca’anj32

went
rque13

under
‘went downhill’ (Hollenbach, 1984a, 245)
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3 Nominal compounds
• Copala Triqui has four types of nominal compounds that differ along two dimensions:

1. Degree of phonological merger: ‘fused’ simplex prosodic-ω or ‘unfused’ prosodic-ω
2. Tone Register: citation tone (upper register) or tone lowering (lower register)

(6) Copala Triqui nominal compounds

N-N Compounds

Fused

Upper Lower

Unfused

Upper Lower

3.1 Fused compounds

• Simplex prosodic-ω compounds or “fused compounds” (Hernández 2014) involve the loss of
word boundary (Hollenbach 1984).

• They are head-initial; in Hollenbach’s (1984a:252) terms, they comprise a noun and a modifier.

• These compounds behave like single prosodic-ω according to Triqui specific criteria (Hernán-
dez 2014, 2017 for Chicahuaxtla Triqui), e.g. non-final syllables are CV.

(7) a. ta3.ga3

house.metal
/to’cuá4 aga’3/

‘jail’
b. ya5.nuj13

instrument.skin
/ya’anj5 núú5/

‘drum’

• Note that these examples demonstrate a range of behavior with respect to conforming to
Copala Triqui tonotactics: (7-a) obeys the rule of default tone discussed in Section 2.1; (7-b)
maintains the lexical tone of N1.

• This type of compounding is limited to existing forms; it does not appear to be productive.

• Notice also that the second root lowers in some, but not all cases; the high-low mapping
conforms to the register system introduced in §2.2.

3.2 Unfused compounds

• Copala Triqui has a second broad type of nominal compound for which the two roots behave
like individual prosodic-ωs: independently, they conform to Triqui phono- and tonotactics,
but the compound as a whole does not.

• These unfused compounds are similarly differentiated via a tone lowering process like those
introduced in §2.2.
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– Tone lowering compound: √
1 is realized with its citation tone, while √

2 is realized with
its lower register tone (8-a).

– Citation tone compound: Both √
1 and √

2 are realized with their citation tones (8-b).

(8) a. coj32

plant
ya’aj1/ya’aj3/
chili

‘chili plant’
b. scaan32

seed
ya’aj3
chili

‘chili seed’

• Whether the tone of the modifying root lowers is not determined by properties inherent to
it, as demonstrated by (8).

• Whether the tone of the modifying root lowers is also not determined by the head (9).

(9) a. ve’3
house

yij3
stone

‘stone house’
b. ve’3

house
cuj1
bone

/cúú5/

‘clean house’

• A single root can be a head that combines with a modifier that lowers (10-a) or combines with
a modifier that surfaces in its citation form (10-b); the very same root might be a modifier
that lowers (10-c) or one that surfaces in its citation form (10-d):

(10) a. yo’óó5
dirt

ya’an2

fire
/ya’an32/

‘hot dirt’ or ‘lava’
b. yo’óó5

dirt
scúj5
cow

‘cultivable land’
c. ve’3

house
yo’oj1
dirt

/yo’óó5/

‘dirty house’
d. culi’ii32

beetle
yo’óó5
dirt

‘dung beetle’

⇒ Whatever is going on with respect to tone lowering, its activation is not a property of roots.
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3.3 Phonology

• Not sandhi: tone lowering is not influenced by the tone of the preceding root.

(11) a. manzaná4
apple

rmii2
ball

/rmii32/

‘round apple’
b. ra’vii32

orange
rmii2
ball

/rmii32/

‘round orange’

• The mapping between the upper register form of the root and the lower register form is not
(entirely) predictable:

(12) a. tacaan3

mountain
yu’ve’1
snow

/yu’ve’3/

‘snowy mountain’
b. mesá4

table
aga’13
iron

/aga’3/

‘iron table’

• The high-low register mapping, as summarized in Table (1) above, is the same across domains:

(13) High-low register mapping across the nominal domain and the verbal domain

Nominal Domain Verbal Domain

Overlay Simplex Compound Gloss Completive Potential Gloss

a. 31 → 1 tachrii31 tachrii1 ‘feather’ canuu31 canuu1 ‘thunder’

b. 32 → 2 rmii32 rmii2 ‘ball’ cotoj32 cotoj2 ‘sleep’

c. 3 → 1 yu’ve’3 yu’ve’1 ‘snow’ cavi’3 cavi’1 ‘die’

d. 3 → 13 aga’3 aga’13 ‘iron’ caraa3 caraa13 ‘fill’

e. 4 → 2 agüeé4 agüee2 ‘coffee’ cachén4 cachen2 ‘pass’

f. 5 → 1 cúú5 cuu1 ‘bone’ síj5 sij1 ‘massage’

g. 5 → 2 chrúún5 chrunj2 ‘oven’ náán5 naan2 ‘wash’

• Tone lowering is not the result of a floating tone:

– Floating tones tend to be concatenative, but they have to be construed as completely
replacive, except perhaps Class 3b in (1).

– The same head may or may not trigger lowering on its modifier.
– Unlike other languages in the family, Copala Triqui does not have independent evidence

for floating tones.
– In the case of compounds with multiple lowered modifying roots, as in (18), a floating

L tone would result in crossing association lines.
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⇒ The lexical tone of the second noun in these nominal compounds is completely replaced
with a grammatically-conditioned low register tone overlay (see McPherson (2014) for Dogon
languages, Sande (2018) for Guébie, and Rolle (2018) for a cross-linguistic discussion)

3.4 Locating compounding in the grammar

• Hollenbach (2008) hypothesizes that the difference between the two basic types of compounds
is time depth (older compounds have ‘fused’), but argues that both types are lexicalized:

– Compounds without tone lowering are lexicalized N-N compounds.
– Those with lowering are lexicalized N-A compounds, where the A is denominalized via

tone lowering also in the lexicon.

• Hollenbach’s (1984, 2008) evidence for lexicalization is that the process is not productive and
the resulting meaning is figurative.

• Forms reported in Hollenbach (1984, 2008) were given transparent as well as (or in place of)
figurative translations by our speakers:

(14) na3na1

voice
catuun1

waist
/catuun31/

‘thin voice’ (cf. ‘smooth wind’ Hollenbach 2015:41)

• So tone lowering in this type of construction results in a transparently compositional meaning
(15-a), a figurative meaning (15-b), or both, as in (15-c).

(15) a. cadená4
chain

aga’13
iron

/aga3/

‘iron chain’
b. ve’3

house
cuj1
bone

/cúú5/

‘clean house’
c. chii3

man
yu’ve’1
snow

/yu’ve’3/

‘snowman’ or ‘cold-hearted man’

• Our consultants accept and easily assign meaning to tone lowering on nouns they have not
heard before, suggesting the process is in fact productive.

• Note also that compounds without tone lowering result in compositional meanings that may
or may not be predictable, as in (16).

(16) a. aga’3
metal

chraa3

tortilla
‘cymbal’ (Hollenbach, 2008, 30)

b. na3ve13
hat

tachrii31
feather

‘feather hat’
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⇒ Because this process is fairly productive and to a large extent transparent, we explore the
possibility that neither compounding nor tone lowering is lexical, but is the result of a specific
syntactic configuration.

4 Towards an analysis
• Two approaches to tone lowering that we will consider:

– A caterogial approach to tone lowering, where the presence of an a0 head triggers the
tonal overlay

– A structural approach to tone lowering, where the tone overlay occurs in a particular
syntactic configuration

• A second question that we must consider concurrently is the nature of the underlying differ-
ence between fused and unfused compounds

4.1 Categorial approach to tone lowering

• Perhaps the most straightforward analysis is one in which tone lowering on roots is the result
of a compound formed with an noun and an adjective.

• Caching out this approach in the terms of Distributive Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993,
1994, Harley & Noyer 2003, Embick & Noyer 2007):

– An acategorial root merges with an a0 head, which triggers the tonal overlay on the root.

• The question then becomes how to account for the difference between the fused and unfused
compounds, which seem to differ in their degree of integration:

– We might say that fused compounds are formed when a category head and the root
undergoes m-merger, which then undergoes m-merger with the root it modifies (see
Siddiqi 2009 on primary compounds)

– In the case of unfused compounds, a phrasal category —aP in the case of unfused
compounds with tone lowering—modifies the head (Harley 2009)
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(17) a. Fused compound with lowering: yá5nuj13 /ya’ánj5 núú’5/ ‘drum’
nP

n

∅

√P

√
ya’ánj5

instrument

a

a

L

√
núú’5

skin

b. Unfused compound with lowering: ve’3 cuȷ’1 /ve’3 cúú’5/ ‘clean house’
nP

n

∅

√P

√
ve’3

house

aP

a

L

√
cúú’5

bone

• A few additional details would need to be worked out:

– A mapping constraint would map word-internal XPs onto a prosodic-ω, causing trunca-
tion and (in some cases initial-σ default tone) in the case of the fused compounds.

– Replace a0s with n0s and the result is fused and unfused compounds without lowering.

• This style of account makes the following basic predictions:

– If adjectives are derived by combining an acategorial root with an a0, then these roots
with a low tone overlay should behave like adjectives in other contexts.

– There should be no syntactic differences between the N-A and N-N fused compounds on
one hand and the N-A and N-N unfused compounds on the other.

• While there is an upper limit to the number of roots that can modify a head in a compound (a
firm 2), as in (18), there is no obvious limit to the number of prototypical adjectives—which
do not have N counterparts—that can modify a noun (19).

(18) a. chii3
man

yu’ve’1
snow

yo’oj1
dirt

/yu’ve’3 yo’óó5/

‘dirty snowman’
b. ve’3

house
chruun1

wood
cuj1
bone

/chruun3 cúú5/

‘clean wooden house’

(19) a. coj32

plant
maree31

green
le’ej13

small
chihan’1
delicious

‘small, delicious, green plant’
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b. xnii3
boy

xcaan1

tall
manj2
fat

niha’1
happy

rá4

part
‘happy, fat, tall child’

• It is unclear how to go about accounting for this contrast if, e.g. cuj1 ‘bone-like’ and le’ej13
‘small’ are both adjectives.

• Unfused compounds without tone lowering must be bipartite, but unfused compounds with
tone lowering can be bi- or tripartite, e.g. (18).

⇒ We have shown that lowered modifiers in unfused compounds are different from both adjec-
tives and citation form modifiers in unfused compounds.

4.2 Structural approach to tone lowering

• If we instead take as our jumping off point that there is more structure in the unfused
compounds with lowering as compared to the unfused compounds with citation tone:

– Treat citation tone compounds as root compounds derived via m-merger (Siddiqi 2009).
– Treat unfused compounds with tone lowering as phrasal modification (Harley 2009).

(20) a. Unfused compound without lowering: aga3 chraa3 ‘cymbal’
nP

n

∅

√P

√
aga3

metal

n

n

∅

√
chraa3

tortilla

b. Unfused compound with lowering: ve’3 cuȷ’1 /ve’3 cúú’5/ ‘clean house’
nP

n

∅

√P

√
ve’3

house

nP

n

∅

√
cúú’5

bone

• For this style of account the tonal overlay would not be associated with a specific head, but
with a specific configuration:

– When a root (as opposed to a category head) combines with a phrase, the modifying
phrase is produced with the low register tone.
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– The major benefit of this type of account would be that it has the potential to unite all
of the different environments where tone lowering takes place.

• The difference between fused and unfused compounds becomes a bit of a challenge, because
while the difference between fused and unfused compounds looks structural, we do not want
to lose the structural distinction between lowering and citation forms:

– Incorporation might result in the fusion of the head and modifier, i.e. the nP phrase or
the n depending on whether the form is lowered.

– The set of fused compounds is fairly small, perhaps whether or not the modifier incor-
porates is a property of the compound heads.

5 Conclusion
• We have presented four types of nominal compounds that differ on two dimensions:

1. Degree of phonological merger, i.e. whether the compound behaves as a single prosodic-ω
or a complex prosodic-ω

2. Whether or not the second sub-constituent of the compound has a low tone overlay

• The four compound types are illustrated in the table in (21)

(21) Examples of four types of Copala Triqui compounds

Fused Unfused

Upper ta3ga3 ‘jail’ (lit: metal house) yo’óó5 scúj5 ‘cultivable land’ (lit: dirt cow)

Lower ya5nuj13 ‘drum’ (lit: instrument skin) ve’3 cuj1 ‘clean house’ (lit: house bone)

• In analysing Copala Triqui’s nominal compounds we considered the following questions:

– Where in the grammar is the process of compounding located: lexical or structural?
– What is the nature of the tonal overlay? Does it belong to a categorial head or is it the

result of a particular syntactic configuration?

• We sketched the beginning of an analysis in which tone lowering represents a tonal overlay
required when a root is modified by an XP as opposed to an X0.

– The primary benefit of this type of analysis would be to leave open the possibility that
tone lowering across the grammar of Copala Triqui is not distinct, but rather, triggered
by a single configuration.

– Differences between unfused compounds with and without lowering as well as the fact
that roots with the lower register overlay do not quite behave like adjectives supports
this analysis.

– The challenge becomes distinguishing fused and unfused compounds.
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